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"Truth, Beauty, Good, Evil: ethical imperatives," runs the line that Innokentii 
Volodin finds in his mother's papers on the day of his arrest.1 As ever, these 
are the aims to which Alexander Solzhenitsyn aspires in his latest novel. His 
account of the events in East Prussia as World War I begins is more than an 
extensive compilation of historical facts, more than their transmutation into 
fictional form. It is an attempt to capture the truth about certain elusive laws 
governing the movement and development of human society, best observed in 
times of crisis. In War and Peace Tolstoy attempted to expound and test a 
philosophy of history. Solzhenitsyn's purpose in August 1914 is substantially 
the same. Some comparison of the two works is inevitable. Both writers take 
as their subject military campaigns that had an enormous influence on Russia. 
The time lag between the events described and the writing of the novels is 
approximately the same—about half a century. Both works include actual his
torical figures. Both writers present Russian society on a broad canvas, with 
characters selected from almost all levels of society. 

Solzhenitsyn's novel is polyphonic in the fullest sense of the word. His 
array of characters is perhaps even more comprehensive than Tolstoy's (and 
we should not forget that this is only the first part of a projected trilogy). 
Peasants, middle-class intellectuals of varied political sympathies, landowners, 
numerous military leaders, a Jewish engineer, and even a member of the royal 
family are all deftly portrayed in little space. Nor do other nations go un
represented: enemy generals and one British staff officer are also introduced. 

Tolstoy is undoubtedly the greatest influence on Solzhenitsyn in this 
work—a work that he says has been his life's goal since he was very young. 
References to Tolstoy are frequent. For example, Isaakii Lazhenitsyn, who 
apparently represents the author's father (Solzhenitsyn's patronymic is 
Isaevich), has been to visit "the prophet" to seek the answers to certain moral 
questions. Isaakii is an ardent Tolstovets who abstains from dancing because 
it arouses lust and from eating meat because it is wrong to kill animals. He is 
tormented by the lies he must tell his family to explain his vegetarianism. 
Isaakii fully accepts Tolstoy's view of the church as a formal institution that 
bears no relevance to true belief. But it would be entirely wrong to see 

1. A. I. Solzhenitsyn, The First Circle (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 343. 
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Solzhenitsyn as an imitator, even if his earlier works had not proved the 
contrary. He retains his individuality as a writer, never letting himself be 
dominated by Tolstoy. Nor does he accept all of Tolstoy's theories. He refutes 
one of the main themes of War and Peace, "the force that moves nations"—the 
idea that any leader is powerless in himself and has significance only insofar 
as he expresses the will of the broad masses. One general in August 1914, 
Blagoveshchensky, consciously tries to emulate Kutuzov, as Tolstoy described 
him, by avoiding battle for as long as possible. But at another point in the 
novel Solzhenitsyn says that the dictators of the twentieth century, who ruled 
against the will of the people, have proved Tolstoy mistaken in his contro
versial views on this subject: 

(H TVT 6 H yTennrrbCH HaM TOJICTOBCKHM yfieacffeHneM, ^TO He reHepajiH 
BeflyT BOficKa, He KaniraaHH Bê yT Kopa6jiH H POTH, He npe3HfleHTH H 
mflepH npaBaT rocyaapcTBaMH H napTHaMH — fla CJIHUIKOM iraoro paa 
noKasai HaM XX BeK, ^TO HMBHHO onu.)2 

Throughout August 1914 Solzhenitsyn is preoccupied with history as a 
living force that directs human affairs and is not subject to the wishes of 
individuals or of nations. The continuity of history is repeatedly emphasized. 
In an important conversation with Isaakii and his friend Kotia, the middle-
aged librarian Varsonofiev speaks of history as having an irrational, organic 
life of its own, which cannot be understood by reason or tampered with by 
presumptuous humans. When Kotia tells him that his favorite historical con
cept is Hegel's "razvitie cherez skachok" (p. 370), Varsonofiev feels himself 
sufficiently provoked to deliver an attack on revolution: 

"HcTopna pacieT KaK flepeBo JKHBoe. H paayM fljia Hee Tonop, pa3y-
MOM BH ee' He BLipacTHTe. Han, ecra xoraie, Haropaa — peica, y Hee CBOH 

BaKOHH TeieHHfi, HOBOpOTOB, 3aBHXpeHHfi. HO npHXOflffT yMHHKH H TO-

BopsT, ITO OHa — 3arHHBaionTHfl npys, H Ha,n;o nepenycTHTb ee B npyryro, 
jiy^myro, aMy, TOJIBKO npaBHJibHO BtiSpaTb MecTO, r^e KanaBy npoKonaTb. 
Ho peKy, HO CTpyro npepBaTB Hejn,3a, ee TOJIBKO Ha BepniOK pa3opBH — 
yace HeT CTpyn. A HaM npeflaaraiOT pBaTB ee Ha racfliy caaceHefi. CB,a3b 
noKoaeHHfi, y^peacfleHHH, TpaflHn;Hfi, o6&naeB — 9TO H ecTt cBa3b CTpyn."3 

2. "(And here we might find consolation in Tolstoy's conviction that it is not 
generals who lead armies, not captains who direct ships or companies of troops, not 
presidents or political leaders who rule nations and parties—but the twentieth century 
has shown us all too often that we are led by precisely these people.) " A. I. Solzhenitsyn, 
Avgust chetyrnadtsatogo (Paris: YMCA Press, 1971), p. 350. All quotations in the text 
are from this edition. 

3. "History lives and grows like a tree. For history, reason is an axe. You can't 
cultivate it with reason. Or, if you like, history is a river. It has its own laws governing 
its currents, its bends, its eddies. But these smart alecks come along and say it's a 
stagnant pond and that it must be redirected into another channel, a better one. All we 
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It is not for nothing that a professor of medieval history is introduced. Olda 
Andozerskaia is received with sympathy by the students, but they have their 
misgivings. Why has she chosen the dark, remote Middle Ages and turned 
away from the burning contemporary issues? What possible relevance can 
that period have to the problems of modern Russia and modern Europe? She 
answers that one event flows from another, and that to study history one must 
go back further than the French Revolution. Using the same metaphor as 
Varsonofiev, she says that it is necessary to study the tree from the root and 
not to mistake a branch for the whole tree. She warns against excessive con
centration on material and social conditions at the expense of the spiritual 
life of a given period. 

Ilia Isakovich Arkhangorodsky, a Jewish engineer, has a violent argument 
with his daughter Sonia and her friend Naum, a Social Revolutionary. Like 
Varsonofiev and Andozerskaia he stresses the complex ways of history and 
its essential continuity. His remarks on revolution and the destruction that 
always follows remind us of one of the themes of The First Circle. No end, 
however noble, can justify unworthy means: 

"HO pa3VMHHft TOJIOBeK He MOHCeT 6HTB 3 a peBOJHOrjHH), IIOTOMy ^T0 peBO-

jHoniui ecTB fljmreJi&Hoe H 6e3yMHoe pa3pymeHHe. BcaKa^i peBOJuon,iin 
npeacfle Bcero He o6HOBJiaeT CTpaHy, a pa3opaeT ee, H HaflOJiro. H ien 
KpOBaBeft, TOM 3aTflatHefi, êM 6ojn>me CTpaHe 3a Hee naaTHTb— Teir 
GjiHJKe OHa K THTyjiy BEJIHKOH."4 

Thus history is a vital, illogical force against which man cannot rebel. In this 
sense the words "history" and "fate" are almost synonymous. The concept of 
fate has great importance in this work. Solzhenitsyn evokes a haunting, ever-
present sense of doom, and one is aware that all actions and results are pre
determined. The Russian army moving into East Prussia is going to meet its 
end. Man is powerless to alter the preset pattern of history. 

To all outward appearances the campaign begins promisingly. The 
Russian army marches into East Prussia in great strength and meets no 
resistance. The German army seems to have melted away. But Solzhenitsyn 
takes us into the headquarters and—more important—into the minds of the 
officers, and we realize that the Russian army is moving like a blind man. The 
officers know that German forces are present. Indeed, they have only made a 

have to do is choose the right place to dig the trench. But the flow of the stream can't 
be broken off. If you move it just one inch the stream no longer exists. And they tell 
us to uproot it and move it a mile. The flow of generations, institutions, traditions, 
customs, is the flow of the stream" (p. 377). 

4. "But an intelligent man cannot support revolution, because revolution is prolonged, 
mindless destruction. No revolution renews a country. It lays it in ruins first, and for a 
long time. And the bloodier it is, the longer it lasts, the dearer the country has to pay 
for it—the closer it comes to the title of GREAT" (p. 536). 
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tactical retreat and are not far away. But because of inadequate reconnaissance 
the Russians do not know where the Germans are. Russian communications 
are poor or nonexistent. Telephone lines work only intermittently. Because 
commanders cannot determine the positions of their own forces they frequently 
shell them by mistake. Vital reports on troop deployments are not in code and 
the Germans intercept them. Through these elementary oversights the Ger
mans acquire precise information on the Russian advance and can plan 
accordingly, but the Russian forces grope unsteadily toward their goal. 

The Russian commanders are well aware of their disadvantages but can 
do nothing to improve their situation. Though they feel they are moving into a 
trap, they cannot halt or turn back. Occasionally there are references to 
specific forebodings of disaster, but an atmosphere of doom is always present. 
Twice Solzhenitsyn interrupts the narrative to include chapters that are mon
tages of newspaper cuttings in which chauvinistic headlines, confident of 
victory, are interspersed—often humorously—with advertisements. The brash 
war dispatches are full of irony, for their writer is not aware of the true 
situation at the front but the reader is. 

Vorotyntsev ruminates on the folly of the war and on recent Russian 
history. He knows that from the simple soldier to the tsar himself no one 
realized that the war could not possibly be like earlier wars. The world had 
entered a new era and everything had changed—including military science. 
The Germans were well abreast of technical developments and were making 
full use of them, but the Russians were not. Vorotyntsev contemplates what the 
consequences of defeat will be in this campaign in view of the results of 
defeat in Russia's two previous military ventures: 

,2jBa-TpH TaKHX nopaaceHta noflpaa — H HCRPHBHT&H HaBcerfla no3Bo-
HO^HHK, H norn6jia THOHiMemaa Hanes. A flBa noapa^ yace H 6HJIH — 
KpuMCEoe H anoHCKoe. . . . OTToro HacTynHBmaa BofiHa Mooa CTaTt HJIH 
HaiajiOM BeJiHKoro pyccicoro B03poacseHHa HJIH KOHHOM BCSKOH POCCHH.8 

Solzhenitsyn sustains the feeling that defeat in this, the Russians' first battle 
of the war, is inevitable. It will decide the course of the whole war, and the 
consequences will be terrible. 

No one feels the precariousness of the Russian position more acutely 
than General Samsonov. Like many of his colleagues he is still smarting from 
the shame of defeat by Japan. He is conscious that despite his rank he has no 
control over the course of events: 

5. "After two or three such defeats in succession the spine would be bent forever. A 
nation a thousand years old would perish. There had already been two defeats in succes
sion—the Crimean War and the Russo-Japanese War. . . . So the war which had just 
begun could become either the beginning of a great Russian renaissance or the end of the 
Russian nation" (p. 109). 
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CaMCOHOB ^yBCTBOBaji, ^TO OH — He fleficTBOBaTejib, a anno. npeflCTaBH-
Teab COSHTHH, OHH ate yTeicaroT no ce6e caMH.6 

Samsonov, far from confident of victory at the start, knows that his own per
sonal fate is bound up with this campaign. His forebodings of disaster per
sistently grow, and with them the premonition of his own death. In rather the 
same way that we see death take its hold on Tolstoy's Prince Andrei, as he 
unconsciously detaches himself from earthly life, so we witness a change in 
Samsonov as the position worsens. Several times Solzhenitsyn mentions Sam-
sonov's strange awareness of the shifting "layers of his soul" (plast dushi), as 
if he were inwardly preparing himself for his end. The crushing of Samsonov's 
army must mean his death. 

One night, unable to sleep, Samsonov hears a mysterious voice telling 
him, "Ty uspish"' (p. 295). The significance of this strange phrase is not 
immediately clear to him, but he soon decides that it means he will die the 
next day—the day of the Orthodox holiday of the Assumption (Uspenie). 
Since he already has the feeling he will die soon, he is, as it were, precondi
tioned to accept this interpretation. Though he survives the dreaded day, he 
believes it is only a brief postponement of the inevitable. 

Fate is a force that none can control and none can escape. This is stressed 
in a song quoted in the novel 

A B rpyflH Tamm. paHy acryiyro: 
He HBGHTI. cyfltSy HeMHHy^yro7 

and in the proverb "NE ROK GOLOVY ISHCHET—SAMA GOLOVA 
NA ROK IDET."8 At times fate is presented by means of a symbol—a wheel 
or a windmill. The wheel first appears humbly, as the wheel of a slow supply 
cart on which Vorotyntsev is traveling: 

B nnade Ha KapTax cTpeaKH RHBHSHH lepTH-He-^epra — BOT BTHMH Koae-
caMH TejieacHHMH pemaeTca cpaateHHe Hecjunmio.9 

Here the wheel acquires importance, if not as yet any symbolic meaning. Later, 
in two of the "cinematic chapters," a symbol becomes apparent. A German 

6. "Samsonov felt that he was not a leader, not in command of the situation, but 
merely a representative of events. Events were taking their own independent course" 
(P. 85). 

7. "You bear in your breast a burning wound: / there is no escape from fate" 
(P. 132). 

8. "FATE DOESN'T NEED TO LOOK FOR YOUR NECK—YOUR NECK 
GOES TO ITS FATE BY ITSELF" (p. 299). 

9. "It made no difference whether or not you marked the divisional arrows on the 
maps at headquarters—the outcome of the battle was being decided inaudibly by these 
cartwheels" (p. 108). 
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artillery bombardment sets a windmill on fire, and the rising heat from the 
flames begins to turn the burning sails: 

KAK KATHTCfl HO B03#yXY OrHEHHOE K0JIEC0. 
H — pa3BaaHBaeTca, 
Pa3BaaHBaeTCK Ha KycKH, 
Ha orHeHHHe O6JIOMKH.10 

Later, a wheel falls off a cart and rolls away on its own. The "stage directions" 
demand that the camera focus on it: 

K0JEC0! I Bee Combine no^eiiy-TO ffeaaeTca, 
OHO Bee Connie! 
OHO BO BecB BKpa-H! 

K0IEC0! — KaTHTGH, 03apeHHoe noacapoM! 
— CaMOCTHHHOe! 

HeyflepffiHMoe! 
Bee flaBameel 
K0JIEC0! ! ! . . . 
KaTHTOH KOJIECO, OKpanieHHoe noacapoM! 

= PaflOCTHHM HOKCapOMl I 
= BarpaHoe KOIECO! I 
= H — jnma MaJieHBKHX HcnyraHHnx Jiroflefi: 

noTCMy OHO KaTHTGH caiio? no^ejiy TaKoe 
Soibinoe? 

= HeT, em;e HeT. OHO yjieHbniaeTCfl. 
BOT, OHO yMeHbmaeTCH. 

= 9TO — HopMaJbHoe Koaeco OT aaaapeTHofi 
aHHefiKH, 

H BOT OHO yace Ha H3fl0xe. CBajiMOCb.11 

10. "LIKE A FIERY WHEEL ROLLING THROUGH THE AIR. 
And—it's crumbling, 
It's crumbling into pieces, 
Into fiery fragments" (p. 228). 

11. "A WHEEL!! growing inexplicably bigger and bigger, 
It's growing still bigger! 
It fills the whole screen! 

A WHEEL!—rolling, lit up by the fire! 
—self-propelled! 

uncontrollable! 
crushing everything. 
A W H E E L ! ! ! . . . 
A WHEEL rolling, colored by the flames! 

= By the joyfully dancing flames!! 
= A crimson WHEEL!! 
= And—the faces of little frightened people: 

why is it rolling by itself? why is it so big? 
= No, it still hasn't stopped. It's getting smaller. 
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In these passages the fiery wheel can be seen as a symbol of war, carried away 
by its own momentum, running on blindly to its inevitable collapse, or as the 
wheel of fate, striking mercilessly, indiscriminately. War or fate is presented 
more than once as the thresher, and artillery fire as molot'ba. The peasant 
Blagodarev suggests a comparison between the soldiers under fire and the 
heads of wheat on a threshing floor. The giant flails of war find victims at 
random, wherever they fall: 

rnraHTCKHe nenH OSXOAHJIH HX pa^Ei H BHMOJiaiHBajiH 3epHHmKH ^ym 
fljia ynoTpeSjieHHa, HM HeH3BecTHoro, — a acepTBaM COWTCKHM ocTaBa-
JIOCI. TOJibKO HCflaTb cBoefi o^epeflH.12 

The burning windmill and the runaway cartwheel are a further development 
of the same image. 

Solzhenitsyn presents a variety of views on the war. To Ensign Lenarto-
vich, and to the Left as a whole, it is an immoral, pointless venture, bringing 
down needless bloodshed on innocent people. To Vorotyntsev the war is 
simply a mistake: Russia does not have the military strength to wage war 
against Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Empire at the same time. The 
monarchists are confident that the cause is just, that the campaign will be 
short and crowned with success, and even that society will be united in the 
struggle and morally purified by it. 

The question naturally arises, who is to blame for the war? Some, in
cluding Isaakii Lazhenitsyn, see the German-Austrian side as the aggressor. 
To others the rulers of Russia are no less guilty than those of the enemy. In 
the final analysis, however, Solzhenitsyn does not apportion blame. He gives 
a strong impression that he is inclined to accept the view held by the peasants 
of Isaakii's native village near Mineralnye Vody: 

B cTaHinje He ocnapiiBajm H He oSMHCJiHBajiH BofiHy EaK coGtiTHe, KOTopoe 
SyflTO 6 H B Hanrax pyuax, iiorjio 6 H 6HTB H M He 6HTB flonymeHO. BofiHy 
H BH30BN BOHHCKoro HaMa.itHHKa TaM Bee npHHHMa.iH KaK BMK) Bora, 
KaK cHeatHHfl 6ypaH, KaK nHJiBHyro 6ypro.13 

The war is an act of God, a blow of fate that cannot be dodged and for which 
no earthly power can be held responsible. It was inevitable that Russia should 

There, it's getting smaller. 
= It's an ordinary wheel from an ambulance wagon, 

and now it has run itself out. It has fallen on its side" (pp. 287-88). 
12. "The giant flails ran through their ranks, threshing out the seeds of their souls 

for purposes unknown to them—and the victims could do nothing but wait their turn" 
(p. 226). 

13. "In the village they did not discuss the war, or question its causes, as if it were 
something within their power, something which could or could not be permitted. The 
war and the summonses from the conscription officer were accepted as the will of God, 
like a dust storm, like the violent winter snowstorms" (pp. 18-19). 
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enter this war and suffer disastrous losses, and that the revolution should come 
out of it, bringing destruction in its wake. 

Occasionally the author steps back from the action of his story to survey 
the situation from the wider angle of the present day. At one point, when 
referring to the invention of concentration camps for the internment of prison
ers of war, he inserts a personal note, calling the camps the harbingers of the 
twentieth century. On another occasion he considers the significance of the 
Battle of Tannenberg to World War I as a whole, leaving no doubt that in his 
opinion this first defeat destroyed the morale of the Russian people and set 
the pattern for the events that followed. Yet the consequences of the rout at 
Tannenberg, like the defeat itself, and like the decision to declare war in the 
first place, could not be avoided. Everything was decreed by fate. 

Not even the leaders of great armies can turn aside the wheel of fate. We 
see Samsonov become ever more a victim of events, ever more helpless. This 
is emphasized by his appearance when he hears a depressing battle report from 
General Martos: 

KaK HHKorfla, JIO6 ero 6HJI KpyneH H 6e33anrHTeH: 6ejiaa MameHt 
Hafl 6e33am;HTHHM JIHUOM.14 

The outcome of the battle is a matter entirely beyond his control. His inten
tions had been the very best, but everything had gone wrong. His actions and 
their results are all in the hands of fate. He feels this so strongly that his last 
prayer before his suicide is almost an attempt to disclaim responsibility: 

'TocnoflHl ECJIH MOKemb — npocra Mean H npnfiMH Mera. TH BH-

flHnn>: ra^ero a He Mor HHa^e H HH^ero He Mory."15 

Such passages recall Solzhenitsyn's earlier works. In Cancer Ward Dr. 
Dontsova ponders over the rights and responsibilities of a doctor: 

9TOT saKOH, BepoaTHO, HMeeT H BceoGnpfi xapainrep: BCHKHH de-
AamnuU Bcerfla nopoacflaeT H TO, H flpyroe — H 6aaro, H 3ao. O^HH TOJII>KO 
— 6oJii>nie Sjiara, flpyroft — fiojitme 3aa.16 

In The First Circle Nerzhin, in a conversation with Spiridon, tries to discover 
the standards by which Spiridon lives: 

"MoaceT 6HTB JIK^H-TO Bee XOIHT aoSporo — dyuatom, TOO ao6poro XOTAT, 

14. "His brow was broad and defenseless as never before: a white target above a 
defenseless face" (p. 325). 

15. "Lord. Forgive me if you can, and receive me. You see, there was nothing else I 
could do. There is nothing else I can do" (p. 430). 

16. "It was a universal law: everyone who acts breeds both good and evil. With 
some it's more good, with others more evil." A. I. Solzhenitsyn, Rakovyi korpus (London: 
Bodley Head, 1968), vol. 1, p. 101 (the italics are in the original). 
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HO Bee He 6e3rpemHH, He 6e3 omafiOK, a KTO H BOBce orojiTeaHH — H BOT 
npn^HHaioT aroflH flpyr apyry CTOJIBKO 3Jia. YSeftjiT ce6a, ^TO OHH xopomo 
neaaiOT, a Ha caMOM fleae BHXOAHT xy;a,o. Hy, KaK BOT no TBoefi nocjiOBHue, 
^TO, MOx, ceaaH poatb, a Bbipocaa Jie6efl,a?"17 

The best intentions may produce the worst results, since man's decisions and 
actions are predetermined. If the most well-meaning persons unwittingly 
produce evil, what value have their good intentions ? What value has Christian 
love itself? Isaakii Lazhenitsyn takes his doubts on this point to Tolstoy, who 
is brief and uncompromising in his replies. The sole purpose of life, he says, 
is to serve good—through love. Isaakii asks, 

"A TO5, ecaH JHOGOBI) He TaK CHJibHa, He TaK oSaaaTejitHa BO Bcex H He 
B03i>MeT Bepxa — Be^b Torsa Bame y^eHHe OKaaceica... CecMOflHHM?"18 

But Tolstoy insists that there can be nothing else but love. 
Isaakii's question, dealing with abstract, indefinable qualities like love, 

cannot be answered by reason, and only by deep-rooted faith can Tolstoy's 
answer be accepted. Here, as in most of his earlier work, Solzhenitsyn compels 
the reader to consider perennial problems of belief and morality. How much 
free will has man if his actions are ordained by God? Which is the more im
portant area of the mind—the thinking, logical part or the emotional, irra
tional part ? On the evidence of August 1914 it seems that to Solzhenitsyn the 
free will is of little consequence and that like Dostoevsky he sets more store by 
the spontaneous, irrational mind than by reason. 

A sharp conflict between reason and emotion is brought out early in the 
novel. Isaakii, who has done his utmost to follow Tolstoy's teachings in his 
own life, is known in his village as a narodnik, yet he decides that it is his 
duty to join the army and fight for Russia. How can this contradiction be 
explained? How can he reconcile his action with total pacifism and nonresis-
tance to evil? His friend Varia, who had admired his uncompromising moral 
strictness, is dismayed at his decision and accuses him of betraying his prin
ciples, and of betraying Tolstoy. Isaakii can only answer feebly, "Rossiiu 
zhalko" (p. 17), for he knows that Varia's objections cannot be answered 
rationally. But his decision has not been taken lightly. It springs from a power
ful spiritual response, and though it may be at variance with his rational 
thought, he knows intuitively that it is right. 

17. "Maybe everyone wants to do good or thinks he wants to, but not everyone is 
free of guilt or error, and some are totally conscienceless, and they do each other so 
much harm. They convince themselves they are doing good, but in fact it turns out to 
be evil. As you might say, they sow rye and grow weeds." A. I. Solzhenitsyn, V kruge 
pervom (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 356 (italics in the original). 

18. "But what if love isn't so strong? What if it isn't so compelling in everyone and 
can't overcome everything else? Then won't your teaching turn out to be . . . pointless?" 
(P. 23). 
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Reason seems not only inadequate to solve human problems but a posi
tively hostile force. In Varsonofiev's metaphor, reason is an axe raised to 
strike at the tree of history. It is the weapon of those who take it upon them
selves to change the course of history by violence instead of seeking spiritual 
harmony with the age in which they live, in accordance with Arkhangorodsky's 
maxim: 

"Haflo BMioiHTbca B TepnejiHBHfl npon;ecc HCTOPHH: pa60TaTb, y6ejKflaTb 
H noHeMHOJKeqKy cpHraTb."1 9 

Solzhenitsyn stresses that a man's spiritual wholeness, completely independent 
of reason and of material environment, is the most precious thing he has. In 
August 1914, which is the most overtly religious of Solzhenitsyn's works so 
far, the aim of human life as sought by Nerzhin and Kostoglotov is denned 
unequivocally by Varsonofiev: 

" M H Bcero-TO H no3BaHH — ycoBepmeHCTBOBaTb CTpofl CBoefi flynm."20 

Nerzhin's conclusion in The First Circle differs only slightly from this: 

Ha#o CTapaTBca saKaaHTt, OTrpaHHTL ce6e Taicyio flyiny, ¥TO6H CTaTb 
uexoeeKOM. 

H iepe3 TO — Kpymmefi cBoero Hapo.ua.21 

Solzhenitsyn also stresses that man's material condition has no bearing on 
his spiritual life. In The First Circle, in One Day in the Life of Ivan Deniso-
vich, and, through Alex, in The Candle in the Wind, he illustrates, in the 
tradition of Russian asceticism, how physical adversity can be beneficial be
cause it turns man inward and causes him to think and examine his soul. In 
August 1914 it is Andozerskaia who tells the students how, in historical 
studies, the spiritual tradition is far more important than the concrete back
ground. The inner world of any person bears no relation to his standard of 
living. This is a clear rejection of the slogan "Being determines consciousness." 

Preoccupations with man's physical surroundings, together with proposals 
for an ideal society, are received with equal skepticism by Varsonofiev and 
Arkhangorodsky. What precisely is meant by "the good of the people?" asks 
Varsonofiev of Kotia and Isaakii. Is an ideal society possible ? "NE ISKAL 
BY V SELE, A ISKAL BY V SEBE"22 runs the proverb by which 
Solzhenitsyn stresses yet again the importance of the soul. 

19. "We must join in the unhurried process of history. We must work, convince 
others, and move things gradually" (p. 537). 

20. "That's man's only calling—to perfect the harmony of his own soul" (p. 376). 
21. "One must try to temper, to cut, to polish one's soul in order to become a human 

being. And thereby become a tiny particle of one's own people" (V krnge pervom, p. 346; 
italics in the original). 

22. "YOU SHOULD SEEK NOT IN THE VILLAGE, BUT IN YOURSELF" 
(p. 505). 
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Imbued with this Christian spirit, August 1914 is true to the age that it 
describes, when the Christian faith was still an accepted part of Russian life, 
irrespective of social class. The characters have a sense of God as an almost 
physical presence. Before he commits suicide in the forest Samsonov feels at 
peace, secure in the knowledge that the forest belongs neither to the Germans 
nor to the Russians, but to God, and gives shelter to all God's creatures. 
Colonel Kabanov, whose body his men have carried for days, is buried in the 
forest when they can carry him no farther. Despite the danger that the Ger
mans will surprise them, the burial is not a hurried affair but a simple cere
mony of great dignity. Blagodarev's powerful voice fills the forest as he 
chants the prayers, and most of those present are deeply moved. 

Two characters in the novel are out of tune with this Christian spirit. 
One is the young landowner Roman Tomchak, a worldly cynic who is opposed 
to the monarchy, opposed to the war, and suspicious of patriots, but too at
tached to his own property to be a socialist. His favorite writer is Gorky, but 
his admiration for him is restrained because Gorky is a socialist. Tomchak is a 
rich dilettante—without ideals, without beliefs, and loving only himself. In 
Tomchak, Solzhenitsyn shows a vast spiritual emptiness. It is sensed by all 
around him. His father sees it clearly, and finally grows exasperated enough 
to cut him off from his inheritance. The son has no faith in God—his soul is 
a blank space. The continuity that Zakhar Tomchak deems essential would 
end if Roman were to inherit: 

He fleHbra, He HMemie m6so — PojiaH He BepTonpax, HO Hapymaaca 
rjiaBHHfi acHHfl cTepaceHb «ejia, flyma ero. %o6 Hacjie#0BaTb H BepHO 
Becra — flyma soaacHa npoflo.u)KaTb flymy. A fljia 9Toro ^yacoro, ^epHoro 
— 3a*ieM 6HJIO Bee fleaaHO H HaaaateHO?23 

A character more deserving of admiration, but in some respects similar, is 
Lenartovich, a young army officer from a family with strong socialist tenden
cies. He is depicted, not without sympathy, as a rational idealist who has not 
quite the courage of his convictions. He hates the war, which he sees as an 
international swindle aimed at the working classes, and detests the patriotic 
slogans that go with it. All his actions at the front are half-hearted and in 
danger of appearing cowardly, because though he would be more than willing 
to die for the revolution, he cannot bear the thought of dying for nothing in a 
pointless struggle with Germany. A prisoner of his reason and his instinct for 
self-preservation, he is the very opposite of Kharitonov, a young officer not 
unlike Tolstoy's Nikolai Rostov, who overflows with spontaneous generosity 

23. "It was not the money, it was not the estate which had gone to ruin—Roman 
was not a scatterbrain. But the most important thing, the crux of the matter, had given 
way—his soul. In order to inherit, and to manage one's inheritance properly, one soul 
must continue another. But why had everything been arranged and prepared for this dark, 
alien spirit?" (p. 70). 
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and self-sacrifice. Even Lenartovich's abortive attempt to desert to the German 
side to work for the revolution in the safety of emigration is half-hearted, 
because his reason tells him that left-wing agitators will be no more welcome 
behind the German lines than they are on his own side. 

Just as Roman Tomchak's spiritual condition is sensed by his family, so 
an alien spirit in Lenartovich is felt almost instinctively by all who come in 
contact with him. When Vorotyntsev and Kharitonov and their small group 
of men meet him in the forest, they immediately distrust him. They take him 
with them, but exclude him from discussions on how to get back to their own 
lines. Nowhere is his alienation more apparent than at the burial of Kabanov, 
where the fourteen other men take part in a moving Christian ceremony while 
Lenartovich skulks in the background and does not join in the prayers: 

H HeBHflHM 6HJI flmnb nocneflHHH, caMHfi 3aflHHft, He noflneBHrafi HH pa3y, 
c KpnBOBaTOfi yjiNdKofi coacajieHHfl, HO Bee ace rojiOBy ouHaacHBnraH JleHap-
TOBOT.24 

Like Tomchak he is set apart from his contemporaries by his lack of faith. 
The Orthodox faith, which Tomchak and Lenartovich lack, is a vital 

element of the Russia that Solzhenitsyn loves. (It is significant that Sam-
sonov's thick voice is like the sound of Russian church bells.) Solzhenitsyn 
admires the solid, reliable peasant, like Blagodarev, whose faith is inborn and 
unquestioning. Yet his portrayal of Blagodarev never becomes sentimental, 
unlike Tolstoy's Karataev. Solzhenitsyn loves the rich language of the 
peasants, their songs, proverbs, and popular sayings: 

Bo BceM MHoroTHCjrraoM EOMnjieKce CBOHX nocjiOBim; Hapo,n 6HJI 6oJiee 
OTKpoBeHeH o ce6e, ^eM flance TMCTOH H ^ocToeBCKHft B CBOHX HCHO-

Befljix.26 

Nine chapters of August 1914 end with proverbial sayings, all in capital 
letters. The novel as a whole ends with such a saying, one that is essential to 
the meaning of the work: "NE NAMI NEPRAVDA STALAS', NE NAMI 
I KONCHITSIA."26 The author's feeling for the land of his birth is clear 
in the opening chapters, as Isaakii drives out of his native village on a fine 
summer morning headed for Moscow to enlist. 

In the closing chapters Solzhenitsyn's concern for the fate of his country 

24. "Only the very last one could not be seen, the one right at the back, with a 
crooked smile of pity on his face, not joining in the chanting. He had, however, bared his 
head. It was Lenartovich" (p. 451). 

25. "In their thousands of proverbs the Russian people were more candid about them
selves than Tolstoy and Dostoevsky in their confessions" (V kruge pervom, p. 507). 

26. "WE DID NOT INVENT UNTRUTHS, AND WE CANNOT DESTROY 
THEM" (p. 571). 
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emerges with renewed emphasis. The sense of impending doom that preceded 
the defeat at Tannenberg returns. One is reminded that Tannenberg was only 
the first in a series of catastrophes, and that several more must come before 
the final blow. Vorotyntsev, the only officer qualified to give a realistic ap
praisal of the situation, is ejected from a conference of the High Command by 
Grand Duke Nikolai himself, because his attempts to impress upon his superiors 
the true magnitude of the disaster are not welcome, and because he maintains 
that it is not right to place all the blame on Samsonov. There are both pathos 
and gentle humor in Solzhenitsyn's description of the grand duke's delight at 
receiving a telegram from the tsar expressing sympathy and promising to 
send the icon that Peter the Great took to Poltava. The tsar's gesture is 
genuinely well-meant, but under the circumstances hopelessly naive. His good 
intentions are not enough. The grand duke's confidence that with this icon 
further defeats will be unthinkable is touching, yet to the reader, who has the 
advantage of hindsight, this passage must seem as ironic as the predictions of 
victory that Solzhenitsyn picks from the newspaper headlines. Given such an 
attitude toward the war, one feels that it is already too late to prevent the 
defeats that are to follow. 

In a conversation with General Nechvolodov, Colonel Smyslovsky tries 
to see the events of the war in a broader perspective. He speaks of the insig
nificance of Serbia and East Prussia on a universal scale, of the fragility of 
human existence on the earth's thin crust, and of the fact that the human race 
must eventually become extinct as the chemical nature of the planet changes. 
Seen in this light, even man's most disastrous wars seem petty. Smyslovsky 
wonders about the origin of life on earth and about the eternal mystery of 
creation—subjects on which Tolstoy so often dwells. 

Solzhenitsyn is drawing our attention to the unfathomable ways of God, 
who to him is the sole arbiter of human destiny—the main theme of his novel. 
He says that man has practically no control over his own deeds or his own fate. 
No amount of rational thought can influence human affairs. Only faith can 
bring one to a limited understanding of them. August 1914 is the author's 
attempt to illuminate the ways of history through his own faith. 
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